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In the perspective article by Luki�c et al. [8], the authors
report a discussion concerning a previous study [1].
Specifically, they state: “Indeed, very recent cryogenic trans-
mission electron microscopy work on the formation of magnetite
suggested that the initially forming clusters exhibited a crystalline
structure relating to Fhy [1]. This was inferred from electron
diffraction data on cryo-quenched early stages of precipitation at
rather lowmagnification, revealing a single reflection corresponding
to a d-spacing of w1.5 Å. However this could equally be, for
example, due to the presence of minor amounts of ice, which also
presents d-spacings in this range [2]. Therefore the conclusions of
Mirabello et al. [1] that clusters present at this early point were all
crystalline, explicitly excluding the possibility that highly hydrated
species would play a role (see in the following context), and that their
structure would relate to Fhy are, in our opinion, based on highly
ambiguous interpretations of the experimental data.”
First, in this statement, the authors argue that the
interpretation of the experimental data obtained from
the electron microscopy analysis is highly ‘ambiguous’.
However, in the original article, all the electron
diffraction data analysis highlighted the presence of two
reflections from the primary particles, not one.

Second, Luki�c et al. [8] argue that the reflection at
w1.5 Å d-spacing might be related to traces of ice. In
the original study, Mirabello et al. [1] report the
diffraction analysis of graphene oxideecoated grids,
vitrified in the absence (dry) and presence (wet) of
water. No ice diffraction signals were detected in either
of these control experiments. Moreover, none of the
reflections detected in the presence of the primary
particles (referred in this perspective as clusters) were
observed for the dry and wet graphene oxide vitrified
grids, indicating that those reflections were not an
artifact.
Finally, for clarity, here is the reported statement
concerning aforementioned matter from the original
paper of Mirabello et al. [1]:
“It is difficult to unequivocally identify this mineral phase based
on only two reflections, as iron oxides and hydroxides often
present similar reflections [3]. In fact, a w1.5 Å d spacing is
found in many iron oxides and hydroxides, including magnetite
(440), green rust (113) and ferrihydrite (115) [1,4]. The
presence of such a reflection corroborates that the electron
diffraction signal is due to the presence of an ordered iron (oxy-)
hydroxide phase rather than an environmental impurity. The
1.96 Å PP d spacing is not consistent with magnetite nor green
rust (Supplementary Table 2) but it is close to the spacing of
(113) planes of ferrihydrite, a known magnetite precursor phase
[5,6]. As two-line ferrihydrite exhibits only two diffraction
peaks [7], we speculate that the PP crystalline phase may be
structurally similar, but contain both Fe2þ and Fe3þ ions, rather
than only Fe3þ ions as is the case for two-line ferrihydrite.”
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